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Unit 3    

Word     Meaning         Word     Meaning    

canteen      るシケギョ ユバトョ    
     survival      ゅΒェ ¬ゅボらャや    

local      ヶヤエョ    
     probably     モヨわエョ- リムヨョ    

depend on      ヶヤハ ギヨわバΑ    
     recite      ヲヤわΑ- ナヘエΑ    

leisure      パやゲプ- るェやケ         convenient      ユもΚョ-  ょシゅレョ    

personally      ゅΒダガセ    
     equestrian      るΒシヱゲプ    

facility          ペプゲョ-りゅゼレョ          registration      モΒイジゎ     

post      るャゅシケ モシゲΑ         lively      テΒゼル–    

 ヵヲΒェ    

chat room      ゐギエゎ るプゲビ         run       ユヌレΑ–  ゲΑギΑ    

A) Choose the correct word from a, b, c and  d:     

1- Some students eat lunch in the school  …………………      
 a-  nationality     b- referee              c- javelin                      d-canteen      

2- My dad always reads the …………………… newspaper every morning.     a-  

delicious        b- spacious            c- local                         d-ecofriendly        

3- Your success ………………………on  studying hard all year long.              

a-  posts               b-depends             c- snorkels                   d- recite      
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4-Students do many different activities in the school ………………… hall.     

   a-wheelchair        b-leisure                c-  Inuit                        d- javelin      

 5-Most people prefer tea ,but ………………….. I prefer coffee.     

    a-personally         b-quite                 c-especially                  d-initially       
   

   

    
         B)Fill in the spaces with words from a the list:      

      ( depend on - personally - leisure – local - canteen)    

6- Ali has his breakfast in the school........................every day.   
7......................., I prefer painting to music.     

8- We can do different activities in the school......................... .     

9- Can I....................... you to keep my secrets?     
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------   

Reading Comprehension     
Read the following passage then answer the questions below:     
     Most students spend their school days sitting at desks learning. Salim does a lot  more than 
sitting at a desk when he is in school. He climbs up high ladders, walks down the sides of buildings 
and rides in a fire engine. He is learning to be a firefighter. At the Fire School , For two days each 
week, Salim sits in a classroom to learn science, math, and emergency medicine. He learns the 
science of fires, how to calculate water pressure, and how to treat medical emergencies. During the 
other three days, he goes outside and learns how to climb buildings, rescue people trapped in 
burning buildings and many other things.     
    "Firefighters and their colleagues have to know lots of different things," They have to treat 
medical emergencies, know how to handle dangerous chemicals, and rescue people who have fallen 
from high places. Teamwork is one of the most important lessons students learn at the school. 
Working together saves lives. Fighting fires is not easy. Each time firefighters go out, they know 
they might not come back.     
A) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d:     

1) The main idea of the second paragraph is .....................................     

      a) Salim's life         b) Firefighters' work       c) Fire school       d) A school Day 

2) The underlined pronoun "He" in line (3) refers to .........................        

     a) A firefighter        b) Salim                          c) a student         d) a colleague  
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 3) The word " rescue" in line (7) means .........................     
     a) calculate              b) climb                          c) save                 d) sink   
4) The Firefighters ' job is .........................     
    a) comfortable          b) safe                            c) risky               d)fun      

B) Answer the following questions:    

5) What do firefighters do?     

................................................................................................................................     

6) Which subjects does Salim study at school?     

................................................................................................................................     

7) How do firefighters work?     

................................................................................................................................     

Write two paragraphs (8  sentences ) about  “My daily routine”.     
The following guidewords and phrases may help you:     
                            ( get up - pray - school - assignment - watch - bed )     

 
The Topic    

……………………………………………………………………………………………   

……………………………………………………………………………………………   

……………………………………………………………………………………………   

……………………………………………………………………………………………   

……………………………………………………………………………………………   
……………………………………………………………………………………………  
……………………………………………………………………………………………  

……………………………………………………………………………………………   

……………………………………………………………………………………………   

      

Plan         
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F) Do as shown in brackets:     

1- I am having a meeting now.                                        (Make Question)     

…………………………………………………………………………………………     

2- They are calling us at the moment.                              (Make negative)     

…………………………………………………………………………………………     

3- This is the man who is a doctor.                                  (Make Plural)     

…………………………………………………………………………………….……..     

  

Correct:     

     Harold Black's a famous pianist. He................(give- gives giving) two or three concerts every 

week. He.........................( travel- travels – is travelling) a lot and this week he's in New York.  

He...............(stay- stays – is staying) at an expensive hotel. He's at his hotel now.     

   

Spelling     

Complete the missing letters to make correct words:     

1-My mother always keeps the old things in the atitc for temporary time.     

……………………………………………………………………………………………..    

 2-Eco-friendly are always aiagsnt destroying nature .  …………………………………..  
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     Word     Meaning          Word     Meaning     

1     instructions     
 れやキゅセケま/ れゅヨΒヤバゎ    

11   librarian     
 るらわムヨャや リΒョぺ    

2     regular     
 ヶシゅΒホ / ンキゅハ    

12   altogether     
 ゅバョ / ゅΑヲシ    

3     fold      ンヲトΑ    
13   liberation      ゲΑゲエわャや    

4     envelope      フゲド    
14   route      ペΑゲヅ    

5     original      ヴヤタぺ    
15   destination      メヲタヲャや るヰィ    

6 
 

sprinkle     
 

 ケヱグらャや ゲんレΑ    

 
16    

 
trick     

 
 ヮハギカ    

 

 
7  

seeds     

 

 ケヱグよ    

 
17   

 

lid     

 

 ¬ゅトビ    

8     soil     
 ヮよゲゎ    

18   seal     
 ュゅムェみよ ペヤピΑ    

9     pot      ケゅガプ ¬ゅルま    
19   suck      ゾヨΑ    

10   corridor     
  ゲヨョ    

20   observation     
 ヮヌェΚョ    

Choose the correct answer from a,b,c and d :-    

 1-The ………………………was so crowded that we couldn’t walk.    

         a-pot                            b– trick                             c–liberation                    d- corridor     
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 2-Noura was playing……………………….on us when we were at school.    

              a-instructions              b– tricks                          c– seeds                            d- soil          

 3-We took the quickest………………………….to arrive on time.    
a-lid                            b– envelope                    c– seed                             d- rout     

4-My mother ……………………the jars of jam and put them in the fridge.     
a-sealed                      b– sprinkled                    c–folded                            d- sucked     

5-Can you remove the ………………………from the medicine bottle?    
         a-registration             b– observation                    c–trick                             d- lid    
Fill in the space with words from the list:      

  ( soil – regular –envelope –sprinkle - pot )    

 6-Plants sometimes grow in sandy and rocky …………………………….    

 7-Did you ……………………..any seeds in the garden yesterday ?.    

 8-I like wearing …………..white T-shirts..    

9-Don't forget to put a stamp on the …………………………..   

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------    

IV -Reading comprehension    
 Read the following passage , and then answer the question bellow:-    

          Australia is a very beautiful continent . There are lots of interesting places there . "Alice 

springs" is one of them. It is in the middle of Australia. There are many important cities in     

Australia. Two of them are Canberra and Sydney . Sydney is more famous than Canberra ,but the  

latter is the capital . Sydney is famous for its bridge and its Opera House.    

         The land of Australia is green . There are a lot of farms in it  where sheep live. There are 

some other wild  animals which live in Australia such as kangaroo and crocodiles. They live a long 

way from where most people live. Australia is also famous for its fantastic beaches . You can 

swim in   the sea or go diving.    
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 A)Choose the correct answer from a, b , c and d :-    
 10-The best title of the passage is ……………………………………………    

a- Alice springs                                                              b– A fantastic country                                     

c- Sydney                                                                       d-Opera House 

 11-The underlined pronoun "it" in line 6 refers to………….………………..    

a- Canberra                                                            b– continent    

c– bridge                                                                 d- Australia      
12-The underlined word " wild" in line 8 means…………………………….     

a- dangerous                                                          b– organized                                

 c– silly                                                                    d- tidy     

13-……………………………..is the capital of Australia.     

a- Alice springs                                                       b– Canberra                                       

c– Sydney                                                                  d- Opera House        

  

 B) Answer the following questions :   

14-What is Sydney famous for ?    

 …………………………………………………………………………..    

15-Which wild animals are there in Australia?    

………………………………………………………………………… 
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 II -Grammar     

B)Do as shown between brackets:-    
 1-Salma goes to school by car.                                                            (Make negative)    

 ………………………………………………………………………………………….    

 2-Khalid can't throw the javelin . He can play the drums.                    (Join)    

 ………………………………………………………………………………………….    

 3-Jaber always visits his grandparents.                                               (ask a question)    

 ………………………………………………………………………………………….    
 4-I often meet my friends on Fridays.      (ask a question)             

 ………………………………………………………………………………………….  

   

C) Choose the correct answer    
  Fahd always ( do – does – doing) his homework every day early . ( She – He – It) is  a clever 
student . He never plays tricks ( for – on – at ) school .    
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III - Writing     
 Write two paragraphs of (8 sentences) about "Science" The following ideas, guide 
words and phrases may help you:-    
                 (subject - interested – science – experiment - science lab – safety  -tricks )       

 
 …………………………………………………………………………………………………    

 …………………………………………………………………………………………………    

 …………………………………………………………………………………………………    

 …………………………………………………………………………………………………    

…………………………………………………………………………………………………    

 …………………………………………………………………………………………………    

 …………………………………………………………………………………………………    

…………………………………………………………………………………………………   

…………………………………………………………………………………………………    

…………………………………………………………………………………………………   
  


